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Introduction
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ClinEpiDB.org is an open-access online resource that facilitates exploration and analysis of data from large-scale epidemiology studies. 15
datasets are currently publicly available, ranging from enteric disease to schistosomiasis and malaria. Integration of the Pneumonia Etiology
Research for Child Health (PERCH) study, with ~1000 variables for >9500 children from 9 sites, will provide a rich source of information for the
pneumonia research community. Once public (expected 2020-2021), investigators will be able to explore PERCH data through the ClinEpiDB
browser before deciding whether to request download access.

ClinEpiDB promotes FAIR data use through:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Study pages describing study methodology and providing
links to publications, case report forms, and data
dictionaries
Semantic harmonization which underpins queries and
promotes interoperability
Search Wizard facilitating data exploration
Search Strategies enabling complex queries
Analysis Apps for visualizing data
Data Download for further analysis
Tiered system controlling data access
Links to corresponding data in other resources

Mapping the data variables into a robust ontological framework is critical to
enable queries and analysis. Heterogeneous data variables are standardized
using Open Biological and Biomedical Ontology (OBO) Foundry ontologies in a
unified semantic web framework. More than 1500 different data variables are
currently represented on ClinEpiDB.

Using ClinEpiDB

Search Wizard: (A) Variables are categorized into discrete steps that
users can move between. (B) Search for a variable across all Search
Wizard steps or (C) use the variable tree to view all variables within a
step. (D) Subset data via check boxes next to the values. For continuous
data, click and drag the mouse or use the boxes to select the range. See
how subsetting data impacts other variables by comparing the (E)
“Remaining” column to the (F) “Observations” column. (G) Data in the
subset are red on the bar plot while the rest of the data are grey. (H) Click
the green filter icon to edit or remove filters. (I) Click the blue button to
go to the Results Page.

Home Page: (A) Clicking a study name opens a descriptive Study page.
(B) Clicking an icon opens the Search Wizard.
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Results Page and Downloads: (A) Add additional variables to the table
(B) and download the selected data. (C) Studies with download
restrictions will require log in and submission of a data access request.
(D) The Analysis Apps contain additional data visualization tools.
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Analysis Apps: Plot variables of interest and stratify the data based on
additional variables using 3 different apps.
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